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The AMF publishes a study about poten�al explanatory
variables for the record ou�lows that French MMFs faced
in March 2020

Building on a detailed database on French money market funds (MMF) �ow
and performance during the March 2020 crisis, the AMF shows that the
heterogeneity of redemp�on behaviors cannot be explained by di�erences
in terms of fund performances, or in terms of the structure of the por�olio
(asset type, maturity, liquidity ra�os). It would thus appear that
redemp�ons would have been the result of the individual decisions of some
investors in need of cash rather than a mistrust towards money market
funds.

A signi�cant heterogeneity in redemption patterns

Between 12 March and 30 March 2020, French MMFs recorded an aggregated net ou�low
of € 48.6 billion. Redemp�on requests were concentrated on standard MMFs while short-
term MMFs rather bene��ed from subscrip�ons. However, one could observe a signi�cant
heterogeneity within each category. The AMF tried to shed light on the factors that could
explain that, within a given category, some funds faced less investor redemp�ons than
other, and even some�mes received in�ows.

An heterogeneity that some attribute to fears on speci�c funds

https://www.amf-france.org/en
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Several analyses considered that the larger magnitude of the redemp�ons observed on
some funds could be explained by stronger ini�al vulnerabili�es, assuming investors can
detect them, e.g. using the informa�on on the various asset liquidity ra�os. According to
this interpreta�on, in March 2020, investors would have withdrawn cash primarily from
some MMFs by fear that these funds be less able than others to withstand future
redemp�on requests (run). Another hypothesis was that MMF investors were highly yield-
sensi�ve, and thus redeemed in priority those funds with a lower rela�ve performance.
None of these theories could be con�rmed by the data on the French market used by the
AMF in this study.

A statistical analysis on �ow data to explain redemptions

The study applies various econometric technics to model the rela�onship between
redemp�on �ows and fund performances, while introducing explanatory variables
accoun�ng for funds’ asset caracteris�cs (liquidity ra�os, por�olios’ liquidity, cash holdings,
…). The data is �rst analyzed at a daily frequency and then at a weekly frequency.

Redemptions were most likely motivated by investors constraints
rather than by funds’ characteristics.

None of the fund-speci�c variables introduced in the model appear to play a signi�cant role
in explaining the fund’s redemp�on (whether the variable relates to the fund’s performance
or to the structure of its asset side). The analysis thus demonstrates that, as far as French
MMFs are concerned, the explana�on of a run mechanism with �rst mover advantage is not
valid, and that the investors’ high-yield sensi�vity hypothsis is not observable. These results
tend to prove that other factors, such as the liability structure, must have had a
predominant in�uence during the record-high redemp�on episode. The decision to redeem,
taken by some investors (insurers, non �nancial corporates, other funds…) might have been
driven by their own cash needs (whether actual or an�cipated), including increased margin
calls during the crisis period.

Learn more

Econometric Analysis of the Determinants of Redemp�on Flows on French Money
Market Funds during the 2020 Crisis

https://www.amf-france.org/en/news-publications/publications/reports-research-and-analysis/econometric-analysis-determinants-redemption-flows-french-money-market-funds-during-2020-crisis
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Legal informa�on: 
Head of publica�ons: The Execu�ve Director of AMF Communica�on Directorate. Contact:
Communica�on Directorate – Autorité des marches �nanciers 17 place de la Bourse – 75082 Paris
cedex 02
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